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Organizations are managing large transformational 

initiatives, pursuing operational efficiencies, undergoing 

significant organizational change, seeking new 

technologies and innovations, strengthening local 

capabilities, and are engaged in mergers, acquisitions 

and divestitures. Global markets are becoming more 

competitive forcing companies to rethink their operating 

model and approach to risk management and operational 

performance improvement. Thoughts on how to best 

manage a company’s exposure to risk vary and effective 

implementation and sustainability continue to remain 

challenges.

Companies with global portfolios also face additional 

challenges from an HSE perspective, such as managing 

navigating through multiple risk management approaches 

and systems, differences in cultural maturities, varying 

levels of risk tolerance, and different approaches to 

leadership and capability development.
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dss+ partnered with a top 5 global petrochemicals 

company to accelerate its ongoing HSE strategy and 

drive sustainable risk reduction across its global portfolio. 

The client faced key challenges common to other global 

companies:

• How to get better visibility of the top risks across the 

portfolio to drive value protection and operational 

performance improvement?

• How to find the right balance between corporate 

oversight and involvement versus subsidiary and asset/

site level accountability?

• What level of emphasis to put towards systems 

and technical solutions versus leadership, culture, 

capabilities and governance?

• How to drive effective implementation and risk 

reduction in operations at the frontline through an 

efficient and sustainable approach that is aligned to 

the executive management strategy?
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• How to engrain HSE in the hearts and minds of the 

organization across different subsidiary company 

assets/sites, functions and levels?

• How to ensure that the right people with the right 

capabilities are driving meaningful change?

• How to manage large scale organization and personnel 

change and engage the organization effectively along 

the journey during the transition?

• How to build intimacy and provide the right level of 

technical support to improve the relationship between 

corporate and subsidiary companies or assets/sites?

• What is the right governance and managing process to 

drive sustainable results?

• How to build the right visibility of the top risks and 

derive insights from data using digital solutions to 

enable better risk-based decisions that reduce the risk 

profile and improve operational performance?

 
Corporate & Subsidiary Assessments – Risk Based 

“Thoughts on how to best manage a 
company’s exposure to risk vary and 
effective implementation and  
sustainability continue to remain 
challenges.”

In this case study, part 1 of 2, dss+ shares the experience of a Global HSE Transformation project aimed at ensuring that 

the client was focused on the right priorities and risks at corporate and subsidiary company asset/site level. The project 

was structured around three workstreams.

• Evaluate HSE practices and identify 

improvements across corporate and 

subsidiary company assets/sites.

• Develop a management risk profiling tool to 

enable better risk-based decisions to reduce 

our risk profile and improve operational 

performance?

• Identify required upgrades to high 

priority standards to enhance and 

humanize management system globally 

to drive improvements in implementation 

effectiveness.

• Identify global leadership and organizational 

capability challenges and priorities covering 

manufacturing, operations, maintenance, 

and critical support functions.

• Identify improvement opportunities in 

capability requirements through a global 

HSE Competency and Training Matrix and 

training curriculum.

• Design, develop and deliver a leading 

capability development program addressing 

selected priority areas.

Global Transformation Project Structure

WS1
Corporate & Subsidiary Assessments  

& Opportunity Identification

WS2
Management System  

Optimization

WS3
Capability Enhancement of Leadership  

& Manufacturing Organisation
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Approach to Identify the Right Priorities

The first workstream involved evaluating current client 

practices, identifying the top risks facing the corporate 

organization and select subsidiary companies, and 

identifying improvements across key pillars necessary to 

drive safe and reliable production. dss+ also developed 

a Risk Profiling Tool to help the client better understand 

its risk context across manufacturing assets/sites in its 

business portfolio and support corporate and executive 

decision making.
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dss+ Risk Based Approach

GOVERNANCE & 

MANAGING PROCESS 

Integrated approach to drive 
focus and sustain

TECHNICAL  

MODEL 

Standard tools & best 
practices to drive excellence 
improvement

LEADERSHIP & 

CULTURE 

Build a sustainable safety & 
reliable production culture

ORGANISATION & 

CAPABILITIES 

Standard tools & best 
practices to drive excellence 
improvement

SAFE & RELIABLE 

PRODUCTION 
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dss+ visited and assessed selected global subsidiary 

companies across 4 countries in 3 continents using a risk-

based approach, engaging the executive management 

team down to the frontline. dss+ also launched an HSE 

cultural survey to understand differences in cultural 

perception and maturity across functions, levels and 

sites. dss+ structured the assessment across four key 

pillars: Governance and Managing Process; Operational 

Risk Management; Organization and Capabilities; and 

Leadership and Culture. 
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Based on dss+ learnings, dss+ developed a unique and 

tailored Risk Profiling Tool to help position risk-based 

decision making by looking at inherent hazards, dynamic 

factors, management system controls and historical 

HSE performance, broadening the client’s perspective 

of risk. The risk profiling tool was designed to help the 

client understand where its top risks were and how to 

effectively prioritize and allocate its resources to drive  

risk sustainable reduction.

Risk Profiling Tool to Enhance Visibility & Executive Decision Making

Risk Profiling to Strengthen Risk Based Decision Making
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Low

High

High

Site 1

Site 4

Site 3

Site 2

Risk Treatment

Strong 1st party audits and  
site action plans

Focused site HSE assessment 
and Support

2nd party Audits

No action required

Corporate/ business programs
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Global Management System Optimization to Enhance 

Implementation Effectiveness

dss+ and the client worked together to enhance priority 

standards globally that address top risks and humanize 

the system for more effective implementation. The team 

followed a structured approach to management system 

enhancement and change management. Substantial 

improvements were made to reduce risks such as: Permit 

to Work and LOTO, Mechanical Integrity, Risk Assessment 

and Management of Change. The role of leadership and 

management was defined and clearly articulated to 

ensure the right level of accountability.

Capability Enhancement of Leadership & Manufacturing 

to Ensure the Right Capabilities

The client was seeking to develop and implement 

a unified, consistent and strong HSE capability 

development program, with a focus on demonstrating 

the right mindsets and behaviours to drive the 

desired culture. The assessments revealed critical 

capability gaps in key competencies and review of 

existing practices revealed high variability in quality 
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of training content and delivery across the company 

and subsidiary assets/sites. There was also a shift in 

corporate strategy to build more internal capabilities. 

dss+, together with the client, identified global 

leadership and organizational capability challenges 

and priorities covering manufacturing, operations, 

maintenance, and critical support functions. dss+ 

developed an HSE Competency and Training Matrix, 

customized training curriculum to support end-user 

training content development and a roadmap. dss+ 

then supported in the design, development and 

delivery of a tailored capability development program 

addressing selected priority areas.

 

Best practice matrix for competency development and training needs identification
• Practical and tailored approach to leadership development in HSE
• Exhaustiveness of key roles and positions
• Completeness and integration of competencies
• Rationalization and consistency of competency mapping
• Rationalization of training needs

Curriculum for over 50 documents with best practice methodologies to support
end-user training content development
• Coverage across HSE functions
• End-user training curriculum for all high priority standards
• In addition to ‘what’ will the training cover, focus on ‘how’ it will be delivered through design skeleton

Prioritized roadmap for training content development and implementation support
• Prioritization framework based on impact and responsibility to develop segmented approach
• Integrated roadmap across Corporate HSE
• Design, development, and delivery of a leading tailored capability development program addressing selected 

priority areas

Capability Development Enhancement of Leadership & Manufacturing

TRAINING
CURRICULUM

ROADMAP &
IMPLEMENTATION

SUPPORT

HSE COMPETENCY &
TRAINING MATRIX
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Protect. Transform. Sustain. 

linkedin.com/company/consultdss 

twitter.com/consultdss

youtube.com/consultdss

www.consultdss.com

Key Outcomes, Value Delivered & Impact

• Identified top risk themes and brought visibility of 

priorities to executive management down to the 

frontline.

• Reshaped the client’s global HSE strategy at 

corporate and business portfolio.

• Developed a risk-profiling tool to enhance risk-based 

decision making.

• Developed risk mitigation plans to address top risks 

at corporate and assessed subsidiary company 

assets/sites.

• Enhanced the global HSE Management system 

structure and improved standards to mitigate  

7 top risks.

• Raised risk awareness and strengthened knowledge 

transfer.

• Developed a global best practices matrix for 

competency development and training needs 

identification, supported by over 50 customized 

curriculum documents to cover all learning and 

development requirements.

• Designed, developed, delivered, and rolled out a 

leading tailored capability development and training 

program across 3 continents addressing selected 

priority areas.

1000+ interviews 
conducted

45 focus groups 
conducted

Top risks and themes 
identified

Risk profiling
tool developed

90+ best practices
identified

25+ client employees 
coached

Value DeliveredValue Impact

Risk Mitigation, HSE 
system Enhancement, & 

Culture Improvement

Implementation of site 
action plans to  

mitigate top risks

Risk Awareness,  
Engagement & 

Knowledge Transfer

Greater appreciation of 
risk & enhanced  

site engagement

New Approach & Path 
to HSE Performance 

Improvement

Revision to HSE  
strategy & new risk-

based approach

9 sites assessed 9 sites roadmap 
developed

270+ quick wins 
identified

HSE Management 
system design & 

enhancement
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